


of consumers trust
peer recommendations 
more than any form of 
advertisement.

Source: Nielsen
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Who we are
Our international team works from Zurich, Cologne 
and Lisbon with one common conviction: human 
connection creates remarkable brand experiences 
that differentiate brands. 

That is why we dedicate our energy to a platform 
where every brand’s community is involved in real 
human exchanges directly on its online store. 





Why we wrote
this guide
Everybody knows how valuable a loyal brand 
community is. Yet some brands still feel 
uncomfortable in letting community members 
actively advise their online shoppers.

With this guide, we want to show why it’s beneficial 
trusting the experts of your community, and why 
involving them actively in your online store will 
create a unique brand experience, delivering 
meaningful results. 





Are we qualified
to talk about
brand communities?

Yes, we are. For several years we’ve been talking to 
brands, their online shoppers, and to the experts 
within their communities to gain insight into the value 
of real human exchanges between Guurus and online 
shoppers.

We have collected a good deal of data that proves 
how valuable authentic connections can be to your 
online store.  





What is a
brand community?
It’s the community that’s right under your nose. It 
consists of your loyal customers and product users, 
your brand fans and your brand advocates. It’s 
the consumer community that uses your products 
regularly, loves them, and already talks about them 
on social media.

Your fans are the true experts of your products. 
They’re deeply knowledgeable, have first-hand 
experience, and they’re eager to share their 
product insight with other consumers. 
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This is how you find yours
One easy way to identify your brand community 
is through your customer loyalty program. It 
offers you a data basis of loyal customers with the 
intention of purchasing more products. If you don’t 
have one, you’ll also find many of your fans among 
your social media or newsletter subscribers.

To find the experts within your brand community, 
you can use community-first technology which 
offers you automated ways to involve the loyal 
customers, who want to advise other consumers 
on the products they know and love, in your expert 
community.

         You will be surprised how many of your 
         loyal customers want to be part of your   
         expert community.





Now let‘s find the 
real experts!

To be considered a true expert in a brand community, 
you need a little more than just brand love. That‘s 
why community members qualified as experts 
undergo a test that qualifies them as such. 

They are tested on product knowledge, product 
usage experience and their communication and 
language skills. Once they pass the test, they are 
activated as an expert and able to advise online 
shoppers via the GUURU app.

         The test, which is automatically created using 
         the GUURU platform, is customisable to your 
         brand and the knowledge requirements you 
         have for your community. The AI-powered 
         platform continuously checks experts’ skills, 
         and gives preference to those with the best 
         ratings.





How you use an
expert brand community
on your online store!

It‘s simple. You copy and paste a code snippet 
into your Google Tag Manager. From that moment 
on your online shoppers can get in touch with 
the experts from your community through Expert 
Community Touchpoints. In our Partner Portal you can 
adapt the look and feel of your Expert Community 
Touchpoints in a few simple clicks. 

         Cool and socially engaging touchpoints ensure 
         that it‘s clear to your customers that they can 
         connect to fellow consumers for experience-
         based product advice.





Why not leveraging your
brand community
is a mistake

Most consumers rely on social proof and customer-
to-customer content to make confident purchasing 
decisions. Many shoppers navigate away from your 
online store to find reviews and user generated 
content about your products on social media. 
Community-first technology offers you the opportunity 
to connect your online shoppers with your community 
of passionate and experienced consumers, instantly.

When you offer shoppers real-time social proof from 
your expert community, on whichever product page 
they’re shopping on, shoppers don‘t have to leave 
your website to find social proof or consumer content, 
allowing them to complete a purchase faster.

         95% of consumers read peer reviews before 
         making a purchase.
         (Source: Trustpilot)
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Consumer behaviour
in real-time
You can access real-time analytics on your customers‘ 
behaviour through the Partner Portal. 

Follow the chat between Guurus and your online 
shoppers to gain essential insight into how you can 
improve your customer’s experience and the content 
on your online store.

The portal offers insights into shopping cart value, 
sales conversions, response rates and customer 
satisfaction.





Why I am a Guuru.
Brand lovers explain

Imagine you can get up every day and do exactly what you want 
to do. That‘s exactly what I experience here!
First of all, it‘s the passion for biking. It‘s like talking to friends 
every day who share exactly the same interests. It‘s about passing 
on this enthusiasm. I have the chance to get new people excited 
about our great hobby. There are few things more fulfilling than 
seeing someone in a chat discover the same joy and passion that 
drives me.

Another point that is particularly close to my heart is the flexibility 
that my role as a Guuru offers me. I have the freedom to organize 
my time in the way that suits me best. This autonomy allows me to 
always give my best without feeling like I‘m being forced into rigid 
structures. This is not only good for my life balance, but also for 
my productivity and motivation.

Last but not least, I am convinced that what we do at Guurus is 
groundbreaking. Our way of working and the service we provide 
are future-oriented. Nothing can replace feeling the genuine 
emotions of someone.

In short, I am Guuru because it allows me to live my passion, 
inspire others and work flexibly. I am sure that our enthusiasm and 
commitment can also be felt by the communities‘ customers.“



Domenico
Passionate cyclist, Canyon



Why I am a Guuru.
Brand lovers explain

It‘s the unknown, the adventure that drives me to 
explore new paths.

I have always been drawn to the mountains, which is 
why in 2016 - at the age of 13 - I spontaneously rode 
my bike into the nearby Alps. It was 180 km -
an unforgettable experience.

Two years later I started mountain biking, which I 
am still passionate about today. Then in 2021 I tried 
bikepacking. With a tent, sleeping bag and sleeping 
mat. I learned a lot in the process: from the right 
equipment and how to pack your bags to small 
repairs on your bike that can really save your life in 
the wilderness.

My highlight so far was in Croatia in 2023 with 565 
km and 5,500 hm. I want to share this hard-earned 
knowledge with other people as Guuru from ROSE 
Bikes.“



Maximilian
Passionate cyclist, ROSE



Why I am a Guuru.
Brand lovers explain

In principle, I really enjoy sharing my experience and 
knowledge with like-minded people or newcomers 
and providing the necessary support that everyone 
is looking for as soon as they select the expert chat. 

All topics related to cycling are not just a hobby or 
a passion. After my family, it has the highest priority 
for me and I live this passion to the full!

The GUURU platform offers an ingenious 
opportunity to expand your own knowledge, as you 
inevitably deal with all facets of cycling and then 
pass on your experience to everyone who visits and 
uses this platform.“



Mattes
Passionate cyclist, B.O.C



Why I am a Guuru.
Brand lovers explain

I‘ve been a Guuru since May 2023 and when I joined as 
a Guuru through Canyon, the concept was completely 
new to me. The opportunity to pass on the knowledge 
I‘ve built up about Canyon bikes and to decide for 
myself how often, when and from where I want to 
pursue this activity fascinated me and suits me well.

As I‘m a big fan of the Canyon brand and also an 
enthusiastic cyclist and mechanic myself, I think it‘s 
great that there‘s a solution via GUURU where like-
minded people who are, for example, about to make a 
purchase decision or are simply looking for helpful tips 
don‘t have to contact a chat bot by default, but can talk 
to real people.

The chat requests are often about decisions that you 
once had to make yourself or problems that you had 
to solve. It‘s great that, as a Guuru, I can help the 
person seeking help quickly and easily using my own 
experience.“



Lucas
Passionate cyclist, Canyon



Expert UGC - showcase
expert recommendations
on product pages

Not everyone wants to have a live conversation with 
other consumers while they’re shopping.
By displayning helpful extracts of your shopper-Guuru 
conversations on your produt pages, you can bring the 
value of these consumer-to-consumer conversation to 
all your customers. 

Online shoppers can also see which expert 
recommended which product in which context, which 
increases the credibility of your expert community’s 
advice. 

If online shoppers want personal advice, they can 
contact the expert directly and in real-time. 

         83% of customers say reviews must be relevant 
         and recent to be trustworthy.
         (Source: Podium)





Ai vs. real human advice

We don’t choose between human and AI advice. 
We believe the crucial choice is when you apply 
which approach.

ChatGPT solutions can bring great value with 
conversational content and even offer advice. 
It’s less effective in inspiring shoppers or create 
brand loyalty. ChatGPT has never used a product 
itself.

Purchasing is an emotional experience; humans 
relate to other consumers’ tangible experiences 
with the products they use and love.

It’s estimated that by 2025, 90% of all online 
content will be AI-generated. Human connection 
will be a rare experience, differentiating online 
stores that survive from online stores that thrive.





Feedback from online shoppers 

“This top-notch advice confirmed what I was 
thinking: great brand, aesthetics and technology.“
Dynafit customer

“Marcus helped me a lot - I would certainly have gotten lost in 
the parts jungle on my own. I also now know how often I should 
change the chain...“
ROSE customer

“Canyon not only has the most amazing bikes, but also the 
most amazing community. Simply world class! I‘m looking 
forward to being part of the community soon.“
Canyon customer



“I‘m totally thrilled. Previously I wasted my time forever with AI-
assisted searches and in the end Mathias helped me a lot. I can
now finally buy my first bike with peace of mind. The Grail CF SLX. :) 
Thank you! Save riding!!!“
Canyon customer

“Super cool!!! That went really quickly. To the point, 
competent and super nice! A reason to come back again.“
Lucky Bike customer

“Was still available at 8pm. Friendly and was able 
to save me from a „bad purchase“.“
Canyon customer

“Top guy! I would even invite him for Christmas :D“
ROSE customer

“Better than in a store!!!“
B.O.C customer



Brands that involve their
expert community in their online stores



guuru.com

Humanize your brand.


